
Walk In Art Studio
for All Ages

Priory House,
MacDonagh Junction

Kilkenny
Telephone: 086 3085270
Face Book: Art It Kilkenny

Email: artitkilkenny@gmail.com
Website: dididobree-wilson.com

DiDi, who lives in Kilkenny, is an artist with a very

colourful international background. Of Irish

parents, she was born in New York and

subsequently grew up in Greece and Italy. She

has studied with the Russian artist and teacher,

Lidija Alexsandrovna Trenina Franchetti, whose

works are in The National Mordern Art Gallery of

Rome. DiDi has also studied at Kingston

University in London and le Belle Arti in Rome.

DiDi’s work has been shown in Dublin,

Duncannon Listowel, Kilmare, and Wexford and

she is a regular exhibitor during The Kilkenny Arts

Festival. Her paintings have been bought by

various collectors worldwide.

DiDi shares her passion for art through “The

Young Artist Studio,” which she started in 2001

and has now grown to become Art It.

Girls Day Out

Come paint a piece of glass, or paint a still life,

or simply express yourself with throwing

paint-filled balloons at a canvas. Become a

child again and enjoy layering a canvas with

squirt paint. Give your friend a birthday treat!

Take a Life Drawing Class Birthday Party!

Camps

Children can experience the fun of DiDi’s Art

Camps! They are often combined with another

activity such as cooking. So Kids come stir, cut,

chop, fry, squirt, paint, squeeze and get down

& dirty and at the same time have a carload of

fun! The camps normally run for the month of

July.

Art Gallery

DiDi has her studio on the second floor of the

premises. Drop by & see her at work or simply

enjoy viewing her latest pieces. Look out for

yearly exhibitions by herself and other fellow

artists and her students!
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Drop In Service
Children come and enjoy an hour or two of art.

Have fun whilst your parents get on with their

shopping. You can follow the Studio’s weekly

suggestion, which could be anything from

getting your hands into clay, or gluing all

manner of objects onto each other, or painting

glass, or a T Shirt or simply learning how to

draw a horse or your house pet to creating an

unlimited imaginative object!

Art & Craft Classes
Every Saturday, children

between the ages of 5

and 12 can be carefree

and have fun! They can

experiment different

crafts, techniques, and let

their imaginations run

wild! The Studio

continually comes up

with new creative ideas

and adjusts the classes

according to the children’s needs and requests.

Oil Painting & Drawing
Childrens’ Classes after school. Learn to draw

using perspective techniques, transfer onto

canvas, and make the exact colour you are

looking at. Train your eyes to see! Study

different artists styles and in doing so find your

own!

Childrens’ Birthday Parties
Come check out our wide selection of birthday

art crafts. We update them frequently. Every

party goer gets to take home their unique piece

of artwork. The birthday child also takes home

a hand print canvas of all his/her friends. Art It

gives use of an extra table for the birthday food.

De-Stress!
Do you need time out? You can meditate by

giving your full attention to a still life painting or

you can vent your frustrations with action art!

Throw paint balls at a canvas. Launch darts at

balloons full of paint! You can add to the fun by

then squirting more paint on your masterpiece!

Age Friendly
Have you always dreamt of trying your hand at

art or going back to a school activity? We offer

classes in a medium of your choice. Enjoy

creating your work of art in a friendly

atmosphere, whilst sipping at a cup of tea or

coffee.

Hen Parties
Art It offers Hens a memorable time together.

Whether you choose a Life drawing/painting

class, painting a glass piece or throwing

paint-filled balloons at a canvas, you will have

a fantastic time with your friends.

School Excursions
Art It can cater to a large number of children of

different ages and abilities. We offer a wide

selection of crafts so every child can enjoy

expressing their talent. Each child goes home

with their unique art piece.

Team Bonding & Special Events
Within everyone there is a creative streak

waiting to emerge. Art It provides the tools to

get those inventive juices flowing. We offer you

the possibility to promote your organization’s

values & messages through the inspired work

of your co-workers on T Shirts, Glass, Tote Bags

and more. We create the perfect bonding

atmosphere with these activities and others,

such as throwing paint-filled balloons at a

canvas and aiming darts at balloons. We

encourage limitless freedom of expression.
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